The model
• shared read-only input string 
where f 1 = 2, f 2 = 3 and 
there is a system of finite automata that uses at most f (n) messages on input x of length n and decides whether x ∈ L
Hierarchy results

Jurdziński, Loryś and myself, COCOON'99:
• there is a dense hierarchy of message complexity classes between log log n and n • similar result for one-way automata for number of messages Ω(log n)
• there is a dense message complexity hierarchy of functions above n • for a constant number of messages: even one more message counts!
... & Zatopiański, '2001
• asynchronous systems require significantly more messages lower bounds that match performance of algorithms obtained by step by step synchronization!
Gap problem
Is the assumption on message complexity f (n) = Ω(log log n) and f (n) = Ω(log n) due to a weakness of proof techniques or this is not a concidence? Remark: for the classical communication complexity there is no gap theorem
New Results
Theorem 1 For f (n) such that f (n) = ω(1) and f (n) = o(log n), there is no one-way system which requires Θ( f (n)) messages. Theorem 2 There is a constant c such that for f (n) = ω(1) and f (n) = o((log log log n) c ), there is no two-way system which requires Θ( f (n)) messages.
Proof techniques
1. establishing connection between behavior of systems of finite automata and systems of diophantine equations 2. minimal solutions for systems of diophantine equations ⇒ short inputs with a given number of messages Toy example 
Description of computation -diophantine systems
Idea:
• silent blocks with no communication and communication positions • a computation may find relations between lengths of silent blocks • variables denoting time spent by automata on a given silent block (depending on the initila state)
• computation ⇒ integer solution for these variables
Technical Problems
Problems:
• behaviour of automaton inside a block depends on the block contents. The speed may vary!! • on two-way systems: a block may be scanned many times before the second automaton decides to send a message system recognizing language L 2 ⇒ linear diophantine systems do not suffice to describe computations 
Solution
• induction on the number of nodes in the graph • combining the descriptions of the subpaths not going through a node s, entering and leaving s ⇒ new, more complex diophantine systems
Two-way systems
• additional feature: looping over (many) silent blocks before another automaton send a message • variables denoting the number of such loops • divisibility relations necessary to describe where one automaton is when the second one sends a message • ⇒ systems of linear equations, inegualities and divisibility relations
Representation of computation via diophantine systems
• the number of variables and equations, inequalities, divisibilities is O(g), where g is the number of messages • each computation corresponds to an integer solution of the system • each integer solution of the system corresponds to an input and an computation on it • a small integer solution ⇒ an input with the given number of messages, where time spent on each silent block is small ⇒ silent blocks are short ⇒ input is short the number of messages is large with respect to the input length ⇒ minimal solutions for our systems describing one-way systems of automata are exponential in the number of messages ⇒ existance of inputs for which the number of messages is log-arithmic in the input length!
Minimal solutions for linear diophantine systems
Diophantine systems with divisibilities
• not the general case of diophantine systems of degree 2 • Theorem 4 (Lipshitz, 1978) Diophantine systems with divisibilities are decidable.
• proof direction of Lipshitz: show that an integer solution exists iff there is a solution in modular arithmetic for some large (but bounded) modulus • our job: check how large is the integer solution constructed by the method of Lipshitz ⇒ lower bound on two-way systems
